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Abstract
Near ground maneuvers, such as hover, approach and landing, are key elements of autonomy in unmanned
aerial vehicles. Such maneuvers have been tackled conventionally by measuring or estimating the velocity and
the height above the ground often using ultrasonic or laser range finders. Near ground maneuvers are naturally
mastered by flying birds and insects as objects below may be of interest for food or shelter. These animals perform
such maneuvers efficiently using only the available vision and vestibular sensory information. In this paper, the
time-to-contact (Tau) theory, which conceptualizes the visual strategy with which many species are believed to
approach objects, is presented as a solution for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) relative ground distance control.
The paper shows how such an approach can be visually guided without knowledge of height and velocity relative
to the ground. A control scheme that implements the Tau strategy is developed employing only visual information
from a monocular camera and an inertial measurement unit. To achieve reliable visual information at a high rate, a
novel filtering system is proposed to complement the control system. The proposed system is implemented on-board
an experimental quadrotor UAV and shown not only to successfully land and approach ground, but also to enable
the user to choose the dynamic characteristics of the approach. The methods presented in this paper are applicable
to both aerial and space autonomous vehicles.
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2NOMENCLATURE
ax, ay, az = body accelerations in body axes frame (m/s)
d = rotor drag factor (dimensionless)
F b = total force acting on the quadrotor in body frame (N)
f = camera focal length (m)
g = acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
Ixx, Iyy, Izz = moments of inertia about body axes (kg m2)
J = rotor inertia (rad/s)
` = quadrotor arm length (m)
m = quadrotor mass (kg)
n = rotor lift factor (dimensionless)
p, q, r = body angular rates about roll, pitch, and yaw body axes (rad/s)
Qi = drag torque of propeller i (N m)
Ta = total quadrotor thrust force (N)
Tc = time-to-contact (s)
Ti = lift force of propeller i (N)
tnef = normalized effective execution time
tef = effective execution time (s)
u, v = optic flow components in the image horizontal and vertical directions (pixel/s)
vx, vy, vz = body translational velocities in body axes (m/s)
vcx, v
c
y, v
c
z = camera transnational velocities in camera axes (m/s)
V b = body frame translational velocity vector (m/s)
pc, qc, rc = camera angular velocities in camera axes (rad/s)
z = vertical height (m)
znef = normalized effective final height (m)
φ, θ, ψ = roll, pitch, and yaw body attitude angles (rad)
τ = Tau optical variable (s)
τ b = total torque acting on the quadrotor in body frame (N m)
τx, τ y = control induced torques (N m)
τ z = drag induced torque (N m)
τJ = gyroscopic torque (N m)
Ωh = rotor angular velocity in hover (rad/s)
Ωi = rotor angular velocity of motor i (rad/s)
Ωres = residual rotor angular velocity (rad/s)
ωeb/e = angular velocity of body frame wrt earth frame expressed in earth frame(rad/s)
ωbb/e = angular velocity of body frame wrt earth frame expressed in body frame(rad/s)
ωx, ωy = ventral flow in the x and y body directions (pixel/s)
ωz = image dilation (pixel/s)
ωcx, ω
c
y = ventral flow in the x and y image directions (pixel/s)
Subscripts
0 = initial
e = effective
f = final
n = normalized
r = reference
I. INTRODUCTION
Operating unmanned flying vehicles is useful yet challenging when the vehicle interacts with the environment.
This interaction could be in the form of landing on ground or landing pads, docking into a station, or approaching
terrain for inspection. Such tasks are easily solved when the vehicle is remotely piloted, especially when the pilot
has a first person view of the environment, however this might not always be possible due to the unavailability of
a suitable data link (for instance, when communications have been jammed) or when there are long delays on the
data link, as in the case of space vehicles. Thus, it is important to find effective and flexible strategies to enable
vehicles to perform such tasks autonomously.
To address this challenge, various researchers have used a combination of vision and range finder sensors in
different configurations. In one configuration, the vision sensor has been mostly used for lateral stabilization or
alignment with the landing site while the range finder is used for vertical control [1], [2]. In another configuration,
the vision information is used to aid the state estimation needed for a conventional control strategy to achieve tasks
3such as landing [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] or even autonomous air refueling [9]. The problem with using range finder
sensors is the trade off between weight, power consumption and resolution. Vision sensors, on the other hand, are
cheap, lightweight and can provide high resolution, however using them conventionally to aid inertial navigation
requires additional computation to resolve the visual information into an external inertial reference frame.
Birds and insects, on the other hand, solve navigation problems in simple and efficient ways. Bees achieve
navigation tasks, such as negotiating narrow gaps and landing, simply by maintaining the observed retinal flow
constant at a specific value [10]. This constant optic flow strategy not only alleviates the need to resolve the image
based information in an inertial frame, but provides a control strategy to achieve the task in question as well. A
constant optic flow strategy has been implemented on an aerial vehicle [11] and simulated on a moon lander vehicle
[12] for achieving autonomous landing. However, both implementations require an external pitch control policy to
achieve the landing task. A modified version of constant optic flow strategy has been implemented on a quadrotor
UAV to achieve visual autonomous vertical landing by keeping image dilation constant using a closed loop control
strategy [13].
All the aforementioned bio-inspired systems achieve autonomous landing visually without relying on range
sensors. Reliable range sensors are either very expensive (such as LIght Detection And Ranging (LIDAR) sensors)
or limited in operating distance (for example, ultrasonic sensors) [14]. On the other hand, vision sensors are small-
sized, lightweight, and can operate over longer distances compared with ultrasound sensors, and are cheaper than
LIDAR sensors. Vision sensors can also provide rich and high rate information using low power if the optic flow
estimation is offloaded onto specialized chips [15], [16]. In addition, vision sensors are passive, allowing for stealth
operation as opposed to range sensors.
One main drawback of constant optic flow and constant image dilation strategies is that these approaches are
limited to asymptotic landing, which does not allow shaping of the maneuver’s dynamics or the ability to perform
other vertical maneuvers. In 1976, Lee proposed a visual guidance strategy to approach objects using the image
based visual variable (Tau) that reflects the instantaneous time to contact [17]. This variable has been used to
initiate actions such as car braking when approaching obstacles [17], [18]. Tau has been used for the initiation of
wings folding of gannets before diving safely into the sea [19]. In addition, controlling Tau allows changing the
dynamics of approach [20], it enables pigeons to adjust the final state of the approach when landing [21], and it
gives hummingbirds the ability to perform aerial docking into flowers [22].
Although the value of the time to contact has been used previously in autonomous aerial navigation [23], [24],
the first preliminary simulation results of using Tau as a visual control strategy to achieve fully autonomous landing
are given in [25]. Those results have been obtained under the assumption of perfect knowledge of visual variables
and neglecting the effects of the control system dynamics. Simulation results of a Tau theory inspired guidance
law to achieve landing and perching of a UAV with an articulated leg is illustrated in [26] which is achieved via
tracking an attitude and position trajectory generated using Tau theory. Similarly, in recent work [27] the author
has demonstrated the application of Tau theory as a guidance law to achieve time and space controlled landing and
docking maneuvers of UAVs. The proposed system has been validated experimentally on a synthetic Tau signal
estimated from IMU measurements. None of these works have implemented Tau theory in a vision-in-the-loop
fashion; nonetheless, they highlight the relevance and applicability of Tau theory to achieve autonomous range-free
vertical control of aerial robots.
As visual information is inherently noisy, it is common in autonomous robotics to fuse this information with
values originating from Inertial Measurement Units (IMU). While the vestibular system (or the IMU in robotics)
provides information about angular rates and linear accelerations in the body frame, the visual information is
presented in the eye (or camera) frame. Many researchers have presented different solutions to fuse the IMU and
visual information to achieve better estimation of kinematic variables in an inertial frame [28], [8], [29]. However,
as in this research, when the variables are controlled directly in the image frame then it is more appropriate to fuse
information such that the IMU measurements are used to improve the estimates of the visual variables.
In this paper, a control strategy based on Tau theory is investigated and experimentally tested, showing its
application in autonomous near ground maneuvers, in addition to its utility to influence the dynamics of the
maneuver in each case. The term “near ground maneuvers” is used to refer to a set of maneuvers involving control
of relative distance to the ground. The word near is interpreted in a visual context where an object is said to be
near if it is visually perceivable by the vision system. The emphasis of the paper is on presenting the biologically
inspired visual guidance strategy which is fulfilled via the high-level control system and the visual parameters
estimation filter proposed in this paper. The proposed guidance system in turn uses a low-level stabilizing tracking
control to achieve a flexible autonomous visual vertical control strategy for a quadrotor UAV.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. Firstly, a novel visual bio-inspired autonomous vertical control system
is proposed and implemented onboard a quadrotor UAV to achieve autonomous landing and ground approach.
Secondly, a novel IMU-aided visual motion parameters filter is proposed and implemented, which increases the
4reliability and rate of the controlled visual parameters, allowing tighter control.
The paper is organized as follows: The basics of Tau theory and its applications to UAV vertical control
are presented in section II; the body-centric quadrotor model is presented in section III; the proposed control
architecture is demonstrated in section IV; the visual parameters registration and filtering scheme is presented in
section V; the experimental framework and results are given in section VI; section VII analyzes the experimental
results and gives comparisons with the theoretical results, and section VIII concludes the paper.
II. BASICS OF TAU THEORY
In a Cartesian coordinated frame attached to a subject, if an object is at a distance z > 0 along some axis
(the z-axis for instance) pointing towards the object from a subject, then the time-to-contact with the object is
defined as Tc = − zz˙ . This value is the reciprocal of image dilation [17], hence it can be registered visually without
knowledge of the distance or the velocity. Tau is an associated visual variable defined as follows:
τ =
z
z˙
(1)
which is only defined when the subject is in relative motion with the object on the z-axis.
Closing a gap (approaching ground in the case of this paper) using a Tau strategy can be achieved by holding
τ˙ constant at some value k during the maneuver. Contrary to the constant dilation strategy, with the Tau strategy
one has the ability to control the dynamics of the gap closure with a suitable choice of the maneuver constant k.
Taking the time derivative of (1) gives:
τ˙ = 1− zz¨
z˙2
(2)
If the rate of change of Tau is held constant during the maneuver, τ˙ = k, the equation of motion describing
the position of the object z, and its time derivatives (the relative object vertical velocity v and acceleration a) are
found from the solution of the nonlinear first order differential equation (2):
z = z0
(
1 +
kt
τ0
)(1/k)
v = v0
(
1 +
kt
τ0
)(1/k)−1
a =
v20
z0
(1− k)
(
1 +
kt
τ0
)(1/k)−2
(3)
where τ0 = z0v0 is the initial value of Tau given by the ratio of the initial height z0 to the initial vertical velocity
v0 at the start of the maneuver.
To visualize the effect of the choice of k independently from the initial conditions, position, velocity and
acceleration, each of the equations in (3) are normalized by z0, v0, and
v20
z0
(1−k), respectively. Time is normalized
by the theoretical time value at which the maneuver ends. This value can be found from (3) by setting z = 0
and is equal to −τ0k . Normalized object position zn, relative velocity vn and acceleration an are plotted against
normalized time for different values of k, as shown in Figure 1.
A simple analysis of the equations of motion (3) and the cases visualized in Figure 1 shows that the choice
of k can result broadly in one of the following profiles:
1) k > 1 results in an uncontrolled collision. The gap will close with non-zero forward velocity and acceleration
at closure.
2) k = 1 results in an uncontrolled collision. Zero acceleration is applied hence the gap will close with the
initial constant velocity.
3) 0.5 < k < 1 results in a gap closure with increasingly applied deceleration which theoretically terminates
with zero velocity at contact. However, the demanded accelerations at the end of the maneuver tend to be
high, and are thus likely to cause control saturation. As a result, this case is likely to close the gap with hard
contact having a non-zero velocity residual. The closure is characterized by a delayed high deceleration.
4) k = 0.5 results in a gap closure with soft contact, involving a constantly applied deceleration which terminates
with zero velocity at contact.
5) 0 < k < 0.5 results in a gap closure with a soft contact, involving a decreasingly applied deceleration which
terminates with zero velocity at contact. The closure is characterized by an early sharp deceleration.
There are two additional choices of k not normally covered in the literature on Tau theory, and not shown in
Figure 1. The first case corresponds to k < 0 which will not result in a complete gap closure as in the above cases,
but instead in a gap reduction maneuver. This is due to the faster exponential decay of the velocity ((1/k) − 1)
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Fig. 1. Normalized object position, closing velocity and acceleration against normalized time under constant τ˙ = k for different values of
k
compared to the exponential position decay (1/k) for negative values of k. This means that the relative velocity
is zeroed before the distance becomes zero, and the gap will be reduced but not fully closed. The second case
corresponds to choosing k = 0 and is covered in section A, while the first case is covered in section B below.
A. Tau Theory Link to Constant Optic Flow Approach
Tau strategies are found in more developed species (like birds or humans) that require more flexible visual
locomotion than insects (like bees) with their constant optic flow approach. So, the Tau strategy would be reasonably
expected to address the challenges solved by the simpler strategy.
For asymptotic closure of a vertical gap during a vertical landing using the constant dilation approach [13],
the image dilation ωz , which is given by:
ωz = − z˙
z
(4)
is held constant during the execution of the maneuver. Since the image dilation is the reciprocal of τ :
τ = − 1
ωz
(5)
then τ˙ = 0 is an implementation of the Tau control strategy with k = 0. This predicts a soft touch landing with
early initial deceleration as shown in Figure 1, demonstrating that the constant dilation strategy is a special case
of the more general Tau strategy.
B. Tau Based Visual Control Applied to Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) Vehicles
Tau theory can be used to control the vertical dynamics of an aerial robot, or even a spacecraft. Because under
the Tau strategy the choice of the constant τ˙ = k changes the dynamics of the gap closure, this allows the same
strategy to be used to achieve different objectives.
6a) Tau Based Visual Landing: In case of a VTOL platform like a quadrotor equipped with a
downward looking camera, the vision system can visually register the value of Tau. Then in order to perform a
landing maneuver, the generated vertical thrust is controlled in order to keep τ˙ constant at some chosen value
0 < k < 0.5 so as to achieve a soft landing. Values closer to zero will result in an early deceleration followed by
a flatter descent near the ground, while values closer to 0.5 will result in a linear reduction of the vertical velocity
with time.
Because the value of Tau, not its rate of change, is the only value that can be registered visually, some kind
of a differentiation filter should be used to estimate τ˙ for control purposes. A general Tau based control scheme is
presented in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Tau based control scheme
Another application of the Tau strategy in this context is the hard contact landing achieved by choosing
0.5 < k < 1. As mentioned above, this will practically result in a gap closure with a forward velocity residual.
This velocity residual can be useful in docking maneuvers, for example. As hummingbirds use this mode for
docking into flowers in mid air [22], a similar approach could be applied to aerial or space vehicles docking on
a station. Yet another application might be a target knockdown similar to those performed by birds of prey when
knocking prey down before catching them, however the use of the Tau strategy in this case has not been biologically
observed.
b) Extension to Near-ground Hover and Altitude Hold: Choosing k to be a constant negative
value has some useful applications, which have not been biologically validated or empirically observed. It can be
seen from equations (3) that choosing negative values for k causes the velocity to decay exponentially by the power
of (1/k − 1) with respect to time. Additionally, the velocity vz decay is always faster than the position z decay
because 1/k − 1 < 1/k for negative values of k. This means that the relative velocity will reach zero before the
gap is actually closed.
This closure profile can be used to approach some object without landing or touching it, possibly for inspection
purposes. This can be useful for safe landing site identification or to observe a possible target of interest before the
actual landing or an abort decision is taken. The chosen value of k reflects how far the flier wants to approach the
ground; the closer the value of k to zero the closer the flier will approach the ground before the vertical velocity
is zeroed and the maneuver effectively turns into an altitude hold. The same strategy can be exploited to command
an immediate hover by setting k  0.
It is important to note that although the vertical velocity vz will decay faster than the position z in the case of
k < 0, the maneuver will still theoretically finish with an asymptotic soft landing with zero position and velocity.
However, due to the very long time it will take to touch down, the position change will be effectively negligible
within practical time scales. Thus, this work uses the extension of Tau theory with k < 0 to maintain a distance
from the ground in relaxed practical terms, rather than in the strict definition of altitude control. Hence, the terms
altitude hold, and approach then stop, which are used in this text are interpreted in this context.
III. BODY-CENTRIC QUADROTOR MODEL
The quadrotor model presented here is similar to that developed in [30], and will be briefly demonstrated
using the axes orientation used in this research. Two Cartesian coordinate frames are defined for the purpose of
quadrotor modeling. The earth surface fixed frame with axes 1ex,1
e
y and 1
e
z aligned with North, East and Down
(NED) local directions respectively, which is safely assumed to be an inertial frame for the purposes of the slow
and short flight of the quadrotor. The second frame is a body fixed frame with its origin at the body center of mass
and axes 1x,1y and 1z aligned with forward, right (starboard), and down body orientations. The body and earth
coordinate frames, motor numbering, and their positive rotation direction are illustrated in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Top view of the quadrotor showing the definition of coordinates frames, motor numbering and positive motor rotation direction.
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A. Attitude and Rotation Representation
The body attitude is represented (relative to the earth frame) by the right-handed rotation sequence (yaw, pitch,
roll) with angles ψ, θ, φ about 1z , 1y , and 1x axes, respectively. These three rotations define the transformation
matrix Rb/e.
Consequently, the quadrotor angular velocity in the earth frame ωeb/e = [φ˙, θ˙, ψ˙] and in body frame ω
b
b/e =
[p, q, r] are related as follows [31]:
ωeb/e =
 1 tan(θ) sin(φ) tan(θ) cos(φ)0 cos(φ) − sin(φ)
0 sin(φ)/ cos(θ) cos(φ)/ cos(θ)
ωbb/e (6)
B. Quadrotor Body Dynamics
Using Newton’s Euler formalism, the body dynamics are expressed in the body fixed frame as:[
mI3×3 03×3
03×3 Iq
] [
V˙ b
ω˙bb/e
]
+
[
ωbb/e ×mV b
ωbb/e × Iqωbb/e
]
=
[
Fb
τ b
]
(7)
The quadrotor is assumed to be symmetric about its body principal axes which are assumed to coincide with the
body frame. This assumption cancels all products of inertia and the inertia matrix becomes the diagonal matrix
Iq = diag(Ixx, Iyy, Izz).
The external forces acting on the quadrotor body are the weight force (mg) and the thrust forces generated by
the four propellers Ti. Each thrust force is modeled as:
Ti = n Ω
2
i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (8)
and the total thrust force Ta = T1 +T2 +T3 +T4 is always aligned with the body 1z axis in the negative direction.
The total torque acting on the quadrotor is composed of the control torques and gyroscopic effect torque.
Control torques τx, τ y that generate a positive rolling and pitching moment can be expressed as:
τx = `(T4 − T2)1x
τ y = `(T1 − T3)1y
(9)
8The aerodynamic drag torque Qi acting on propeller i is modeled as:
Qi = dΩ
2
i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (10)
The total drag torque that generates a positive yawing moment is expressed as:
τ z = d(Ω
2
2 + Ω
2
4 − Ω21 − Ω23)1z (11)
Body angular rates induce a gyroscopic effect torque τ J on each of the rotating propellers due to rotor inertia
J and the total imbalance Ωres in the propeller angular velocities. τ J can be expressed as:
τ J = J(ω
b
b/e × 1z)Ωres =
 J q Ωres−J p Ωres
0
 (12)
where
Ωres = Ω2 + Ω4 − Ω1 − Ω3 (13)
By defining the following variables:
U1 = (Ω
2
1 + Ω
2
2 + Ω
2
3 + Ω
2
4)
U2 = (Ω
2
4 − Ω22)
U3 = (Ω
2
1 − Ω23)
U4 = (Ω
2
2 + Ω
2
4 − Ω21 − Ω23)
(14)
the quadrotor model dynamic equations (p˙, q˙, r˙, v˙x, v˙y, v˙z) expressed in the body fixed coordinates frame as well
as the local earth attitude kinematics (φ˙, θ˙, ψ˙) can be written as:
p˙ = [q r (Iyy − Izz) + J q Ωres + ` n U2] / Ixx
q˙ = [p r (Izz − Ixx)− J p Ωres + ` n U3] / Iyy
r˙ = [p q (Ixx − Iyy) + d U4] / Izz
v˙x = r vy − q vz − g sin(θ)
v˙y = p vz − r vx + g cos(θ) sin(φ)
v˙z = q vx − p vy + g cos(θ) cos(φ)− n U1 /m
φ˙ = p+ q tan(θ) sin(φ) + r tan(θ) cos(φ)
θ˙ = q cos(φ)− r sin(φ)
ψ˙ = q sin(φ)/ cos(θ) + r cos(φ)/ cos(θ)
(15)
IV. CONTROL SCHEME
As the quadrotor is open loop unstable and has fast rotational dynamics, the proposed control strategy is
hierarchical in nature. A discrete-time Linear Quadratic tracker [32] is used to provide low-level stabilizing control
to the quadrotor. This controller is designed on the basis of a Jacobian linearized dynamic model (15), excluding
body velocity states vx, vy, vz , about the equilibrium point xeq = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]T ,ueq = [Ωh,Ωh,Ωh,Ωh]T .
The low-level controller takes as input a vector of references yr = [ψr, axr, ayr, azr]
T . Its control vector is
u = [Ω1,Ω2,Ω3,Ω4]
T and its state vector is x = [φ, θ, ψ, p, q, r]T . The low-level control law is given by
u(n) = −Kx(n) + Fyr(n+ 1) (16)
where matrices K,F are the state feedback and reference feed-forward gains respectively.
The low-level control is used to stabilize the fast rotational dynamics of the quadrotor and provides the
ability to control translational dynamics by tracking a body acceleration and heading reference signal yr =
[ψr, axr, ayr, azr]
T . The high-level control, on the other hand, implements the proposed Tau based control strategy
by commanding the low-level control with a suitable reference signal.
9A. High-level Tau Strategy Control System
The first step towards achieving a realistic implementation of the Tau based control scheme shown in Figure 2
is to find a way to deal with the problems associated with obtaining τ˙ from the visually registered Tau. Numerically
differentiating τ , which is normally noisy, is problematic. Using a low pass differentiation filter is challenging as the
frequency content of τ is not constant, which may result in a conservative filter with a very low cut-off frequency.
In this paper, a novel method is used to avoid estimating τ˙ altogether while still implementing the Tau strategy.
This is done by formulating the Tau strategy in an integral form, which is possible because Tau based control will
only be activated when performing the required task starting from some initial conditions.
The Tau strategy aims to hold τ˙ = k constant, hence by integration, the following law is obtained:
τr(t) = k t+ τ0 (17)
where τ0 is the integration constant which can be defined at the moment the Tau based control is engaged.. The
visual variable Tau is made to track the reference τr(t) to achieve the same goal as defined originally.
Although the integral law (17) solves the τ differentiation problem, it still suffers from two other issues when
applied to quadrotor automatic landing. First, from (1) it is clear that the gap will be closing only if τ is negative,
which puts a constraint on τr(t) to span negative values only. Solving for t in (17) with the constraint τr(t) < 0
results in two conditions. Firstly τ0 < 0, otherwise the control law will demand the gap to be opened (fly away
from the ground) at t = 0. Secondly, t must satisfy
t < −τ0
k
if k > 0
t > −τ0
k
if k < 0
(18)
which defines the time validity of the task or the theoretical maneuver execution time. If τ0 < 0 is satisfied then it
is easy to show that the second case in (18) is always valid, whereas there is a limited time validity to complete
the task for the first case in (18) to be satisfied. Furthermore, if k = 0, which is equivalent to the constant image
dilation strategy, time t disappears in (17) and landing will be achieved as long as τ0 < 0.
The above analysis shows that the task execution time is determined by the choices of τ0 and k. The choice
of k has a direct effect on the maneuver’s dynamics, as has been described in section II. On the other hand, the
choice of τ0 has an indirect effect due to its contribution to the task execution time. Choosing τ0 to be equal to the
estimated value of τ at the time of the maneuver initiation is possible as long as it is negative, i.e the vehicle is
moving downwards. Choosing smaller or larger values of τ0 than its estimated value will result in lengthening or
shortening the maneuver execution time. In the case where the vehicle was hovering, the value of τ is not defined,
and if the vehicle is moving upwards then τ > 0 at the time of maneuver initiation, thus the estimated value of τ
cannot be used. In these two cases, a suitable value τ0 < 0 has to be chosen such that the maneuver is feasible
to complete in − τ0k seconds. Ideally, τ0 and k should be chosen automatically by a higher level function in the
control hierarchy, employing the awareness of the environment and knowledge of dynamical capabilities and the
objective of the maneuver. In this work, however, these values have been chosen manually to explore their effect
on the maneuver dynamics and aid comparison with the theoretical results.
Nevertheless, robustness issues might arise due to improper choice of τ0. If (for any reason) the task does not
finish in the specified time then the solution provided by equation (17) becomes invalid and will start to command
the vehicle to fly away from the ground indefinitely. To address this issue, an automatic re-initiation of the task is
performed each time the allowed task time runs out until successful completion or task abortion. The logic behind
this solution comes from different observed cases where an animal or human reuses the same strategy (though not
a Tau strategy) when temporary adverse environmental conditions make it difficult to achieve the intended task
[33], [34]. Using this solution, the possibility that the control scheme will use a suitable (possibly estimated) value
for τ0 when the maneuver re-initiates is increased. This is because the vehicle will be moving in the downward
direction, hence the value of τ0 can be estimated.
The second problem is that the τ associated with the vertical gap is only defined if the vertical velocity vz is
non-zero. This causes the control system implementing (17) to exhibit singularities each time the vertical velocity
becomes zero, which is expected to happen whenever the landing task is initiated from hover or if the quadrotor
was initially moving in the upward direction. Fortunately the image dilation ωz is defined for all values of vertical
velocity. Taking the reciprocal of (17) results in:
ωzr(t) = − 1
k t+ τ0
(19)
and hence regulating the visually registered image dilation to track ωzr(t) becomes equivalent to enforcing the
original Tau strategy defined by τ˙ = k. It should be noted that the solution provided by (19) is still subject to
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time validity constraints defined in (18), which additionally ensures that the denominator of (19) cannot be zero,
and such solution will always be valid as long as time validity is preserved. Figure 4 shows the differentiation-free
singularity-free control scheme which is equivalent in goal to the control scheme shown in Figure 2 and which is
experimentally tested in section V.
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Fig. 4. Differentiation-free dilation based control structure equivalent to constant τ˙ approach
B. Choice of Task Parameters
In the law defined by (19) there are two parameters k and τ0 that can be chosen by the user. The choice of
k has been discussed in detail in Section II. Parameter τ0 controls the image dilation reference in the special case
where Tau control reduces to constant dilation approach (k = 0). In this case, the image dilation reference becomes
equal to ωzr = − 1τ0 . Another influence of τ0 is the theoretical execution time of the maneuver (18). Firstly, τ0
must be chosen strictly negative as discussed in section IV.IV-A. Secondly, from (18) it is clear how smaller values
of τ0 result in a longer theoretical maneuver execution time. On the other hand, larger values for τ0 shorten the
maneuver execution time. The value of τ0 can be manipulated to be larger or smaller than the registered value of
Tau at the moment of task initiation to extend or shorten the task execution time, respectively.
C. Design of Visual Velocities Tracker
Based on the previous discussion, Tau is controlled by tracking a time varying image dilation reference signal
ωzr(t) using (19) and the proposed control scheme shown in Figure 4. The visual processing system runs at a
constant rate with a sampling time Tvs and registers the value of image dilation ωz(n) at a discrete time step n.
The controller shown in Figure 4 aims to eliminate the dilation error eωz (n) defined by:
eωz (n) = ωzr(n)− ωz(n) (20)
which can be regulated by providing a suitable reference signal azr(n) to the low-level control.
The simplest controller design to test the strategy is a PI type compensator where the proportional and integral
actions are used to achieve fast response time and zero steady state error. The output of the compensator sets the
vertical body acceleration reference azr(n):
azr(n) = KP3 eωz (n) +KI3
n∑
i=0
eωz (i) (21)
where KP3 and KI3 are the proportional and integral actions gains, respectively. The low-level control is responsible
for tracking the commanded acceleration.
In order to vertically land on a surface, it is preferable that no lateral relative velocity between the quadrotor
and the landing surface exists at touchdown. To achieve this goal, a simple visual control can be used to cancel
the ventral flows ωx, ωy while the vertical control is taking place. These ventral flows are defined by:
ωx =
vx
z
(22)
ωy =
vy
z
(23)
and are visually estimated by the visual processing system as demonstrated in the next section. A simple PI
controller is used to eliminate ωx, ωy by providing the following low-level body acceleration reference signals:
axr(n) = −
(
KP2 ωx(n) +KI2
n∑
i=0
ωx(i)
)
ayr(n) = −
(
KP1 ωy(n) +KI1
n∑
i=0
ωy(i)
) (24)
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KP1,KP2 are proportional gains, and KI1,KI2 are integral gains.
Finally, laterally stabilized landing can be achieved using pure visual information by providing a low-level
vector reference signal yr(n) comprising signals axr(n), ayr(n), azr(n) as defined by (21) and (24), to the low
level controller. The heading reference component ψr of yr is set constant to a predefined value to hold the vehicle
heading while the maneuver is performed.
V. ESTIMATION OF VISUAL MOTION PARAMETERS
Optic flow or image velocities (u, v) can be described as a function of the camera six degrees of freedom ego-
motion (three translational velocities vcx, v
c
y, v
c
z , and three angular velocities p
c, qc, rc), the depth of the observed
point Z, and the focal length f as follows:
u = −f
(
vcx
Z
+ qc
)
+ x
vcz
Z
+ yrc − x2 q
c
f
+ xy
pc
f
v = −f
(
vcy
Z
− pc
)
+ y
vcz
Z
− xrc + y2 p
c
f
− xy q
c
f
(25)
where the projection of the world coordinate point P ∈ {(X,Y, Z) ∈ R3 : Z > 0} onto the image plane gives
the image point p ∈ {(x, y) = (fX/Z, fY/Z) ∈ R2 : Z > 0}. The camera translational and angular velocities
are given in the camera frame, which is rigidly attached to the camera where its 1cx, and 1
c
y axes are aligned with
the image horizontal and vertical directions, while the 1cz axis is aligned with the optical axis pointing towards the
scene.
The goal of the estimation task is not to deduce the actual ego-motion parameters (translational and angular
velocities) but to find visual motion parameters, namely Focus of Expansion (FOE), the camera frame image dilation
ωcz , and ventral flows ω
c
x, ω
c
y , which could be used directly in the control problem.
The adopted method is similar to that presented in [35] but it has been modified to make use of the IMU
information available on the quadrotor. During this research, the authors found that the reliability of the visual
parameter estimation method presented in [35], which does not use IMU data, is not satisfactory under experimental
conditions. This is due to the considerable difference in the visual processing rate, which is capped by the limited
processing capabilities, compared to the fast rotational dynamics of the quadrotor. Therefore, in addition to the
original assumption of the scene being planar, the rotational components of the flow are assumed to have been
removed, which can be done using IMU information. This information is commonly available on UAV and MAV
platforms, so this is a reasonable assumption.
It worth mentioning that a similar visual algorithm has been presented in [36] to estimate the required visual
motion parameters (ωx, ωy, ωz) in addition to the surface slope. This algorithm estimates the variables of interest
from the first and second derivatives of the estimated model of the optic flow field at the center of the image.
Both the visual method presented in this paper and the one demonstrated in [36] stem from the seminal work of
[37]. The choice of the simpler method presented here is made as the Tau theory based landing does not work
with inclined surfaces, as each point will have a distinct time-to-contact, and estimating the surface slope will not
contribute to the Tau based vertical control, which is the focus of this paper.
A. Simultaneous Visual Motion Parameter Estimation
By removing the rotational component of the optic flow from (25) the translational components of the optic
flow uT , vT can be expressed as:
uT = −f v
c
x
Z
+ x
vcz
Z
vT = −f
vcy
Z
+ y
vcz
Z
(26)
In order to rewrite equation (26) in terms of the visual motion parameters ωcx, ω
c
y, ω
c
z , one has to note that v
c
z = −Z˙,
thus, using (4), the image dilation can be written as:
ωcz =
vcz
Z
(27)
Using (27) and definitions in (22) and (23), equation (26) can be written in terms of the visual motion parameters
as:
uT = −fωcx + xωcz
vT = −fωcy + yωcz
(28)
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Additionally, the image coordinates of the FOE xfoe, yfoe can be calculated from
xfoe =
vcx
vcz
yfoe =
vcy
vcz
(29)
which only exists when vcz 6= 0.
Since there are plenty of points where the optic flow can be evaluated, then it is possible to model the observed
optic flow by means of a suitable parametric model. Thus, the required motion parameters can be simultaneously
calculated from the optic flow model parameters.
The translational components (28) can be represented by the following model:
uT = a1 + a2x
vT = a3 + a2y
(30)
Then, optic flow estimates at multiple points are used to form a least squares regression problem. Thus (30) can
be written in regression form as follows:
uT1
vT1
uT2
vT2
:
uTn
vTn

=

1 x1 0
0 y1 1
1 x2 0
0 y2 1
: : :
1 xn 0
0 yn 1

a1a2
a3
 (31)
which can be solved using least-squares to find the estimated model parameters aˆ1, aˆ2, aˆ3. Then the camera frame
image dilation ωcz , ventral flows ω
c
x, ω
c
y , and the FOE location xfoe, yfoe can be found from the estimated model
parameters as follows:
ωcz = aˆ2
ωcx = −
aˆ1
f
ωcy = −
aˆ3
f
xfoe = − aˆ1
aˆ2
yfoe = − aˆ3
aˆ2
(32)
The camera is attached to the quadrotor body such that the 1cz axis coincides with the body 1z axis and the
camera 1cx, 1
c
y axes are rotated with angle ψc about the body 1z axis with respect to body axes 1x,1y , respectively.
Using this arrangement, the image dilation in the camera and the body frame are equal ωz = ωcz , whereas the
ventral flows in the body and the camera frame are related as follows:[
ωx
ωy
]
=
[
cos(ψc) − sin(ψc)
sin(ψc) cos(ψc)
] [
ωcx
ωcy
]
(33)
The visual variables ωx, ωy , and ωz are used by the high-level control system demonstrated in section III.
B. Outlier Rejection
The proposed method for the estimation of the visual motion parameters has been shown to produce quite
accurate results in simulation [35]. However, before these estimates can be used in the control scheme described
in section III, some challenges need to be addressed, as the raw estimates obtained from (32) can exhibit outliers
which may occur due to the temporary violation of assumptions made by the optic flow method employed, and
also due to the noisy nature of digital visual information. Such outliers would affect control performance if left
unchanged.
To address this issue, the outliers need to be eliminated in real-time to enhance the robustness of the estimation.
The median filter is a good robust statistical offline filter that can be used for outlier rejection. The running version
of the median filter presented in [38] is used here for the purpose of outlier rejection where the median is replaced
with a running median over a window of previous values.
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C. IMU-aided Estimation of Visual Motion Parameters
Even with the fast real-time method presented here, the visual processing update rate is low when compared to
the fast dynamics of the vehicle. To be able to use a high level control system with a sampling rate that is higher
than the visual sampling rate, it is necessary to estimate the visual parameters between the sampling instants of the
visual system. Moreover, after outlier rejection, the resulting estimates will still contain noise. Both inter-sample
estimation and noise filtering can be achieved using an appropriate stochastic model-based estimation algorithm,
such as a Kalman filter.
In order to develop a dynamic filter for the visual motion parameters, the dynamic model of (ωx, ωy, ωz) is
derived below. If a downward looking camera is rigidly mounted under a quadrotor, the height of the quadrotor z
and the scene depth at the center of the image Z are related by the attitude angles. Under the assumption of small
attitude angles, it is possible to use the approximation z ≈ Z.
Let the state xd be defined as follows:
xd =
1
z
(34)
Taking its time derivative gives:
x˙d = − z˙
z2
(35)
which, using the definition of image dilation (4), x˙d can be written as:
x˙d = ωzxd (36)
Taking the time derivative of (22) and assuming that z 6= 0 gives:
ω˙x =
v˙x
z
− z˙
z
vx
z
(37)
The dynamic equations of body velocities, including v˙x, are given in the derived quadrotor body-centric dynamic
equations (15). Noting that the acceleration component in the 1x axis of the body frame is ax = −g sin(θ), then
ω˙x can be written as
ω˙x = r
vy
z
− q vz
z
+
ax
z
− z˙
z
vx
z
(38)
which can be described in the following form using definitions in (22),(23),(4), and (34)
ω˙x = rωy − qωz + ωxωz + axxd (39)
Given that the body starboard and downward acceleration components can be written as ay = g cos(θ) sin(φ) and
az = g cos(θ) cos(φ) − Ta /m, respectively, the equations for ω˙y and ω˙z can be similarly derived and shown to
be:
ω˙y = pωz − rωx + ωyωz + ayxd (40)
ω˙z = qωx − pωy + ω2z + azxd (41)
Using equations (39),(40),(41) and (36), the dynamic system for the visual motion parameters defined by the
state vector xf = [ωx, ωy, ωz, xd]T can be used to design a nonlinear Kalman filter. This will help both filtering the
measurement noise and predicting the visual motion parameters at a higher rate to allow tighter high-level control.
Similar data fusion has strong biological evidence and the fusion process has been found to have significant influence
on the perception of self-motion in animals and humans. Visual and non-visual cues, such as gravito-inertial senses,
proprioception and efferent copy all play a collaborative role in forming the perception of motion [39]. Not only
does the brain handle different sensors, it also builds an estimation or expectation based on their information. This
is supported by the fact that a mismatch between the expected and received motion cues can trigger what is known
as motion sickness as shown in [40], where it is suggested that the Kalman filter functionally resembles the way the
brain can handle multiple information sources and keep functioning when the quality of some of this information
deteriorates.
The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [41] has been proposed as a nonlinear extension to the Kalman filter.
The filter exploits the unscented transformation to propagate the states and covariance matrices without the need
to linearize the system as with the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). The UKF has been shown superior to the EKF
in term of convergence and accuracy when dealing with highly nonlinear systems [42]. Here, a discrete time UKF
filter is designed. First, the UKF state vector xf = [ωx, ωy, ωz, xd]T , the input vector uf = [p, q, r, ax, ay, az]T
provided by the IMU, and measurement vector yf = [ωx, ωy, ωz]
T provided by the vision system are defined.
Then the system dynamics in (39),(40),(41) and (36) are discretized (using fixed step Euler’s method) to be used
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE QUADROTOR NONLINEAR MODEL OBTAINED USING SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
Parameter Identified value
Ixx 1.21× 10−2
Iyy 1.355× 10−2
Izz 2.179× 10−2
Jr 1.143× 10−4
n 2.256× 10−5
d 3.679× 10−7
by the discrete filter. The UKF produces filtered estimates xˆf at the same rate as the visual measurements yf . The
numerical integration of the sigma points between visual sampling instants define N intermediate nodes, at which
the weighted mean values of the propagated sigma points are calculated. These weighted mean values, which are
obtained at a higher rate than the visual sampling rate, are used as state estimates x˜f by the high level control
system. This provides the control laws defined in (24) and (21) with their controlled signal [ωx, ωy, ωz] using the
estimated states x˜f , which enables a smoother control at a higher rate than the case when raw visual measurements
are used.
The designed UKF uses a constant process covariance matrix Qf that can be tuned manually to account for
the unmodeled input noise and system dynamics. The measurement noise covariance, on the other hand, is time
variant and is defined as Rf = diag( 1σ2v ,
1
σ2v
, 1σ2v
) where σv is calculated from the root mean square (RMS) of the
residuals of the optic flow fitting process in the model presented in section IV.A. Lastly, as the state xd is strictly
positive, then this condition is enforced in the filtering process. The method suggested by [43] is used by which the
generated sigma points are clipped according to the state constraint. In contrast to the EKF, state clipping in the
UKF is reflected on the propagated covariance reducing the clipped variable uncertainty in the unfeasible region.
This gives another advantage of using the UKF over the EKF here.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental Platform
The Pelican quadrotor by Ascending Technologies GmbH is used in the experiments discussed below. The
Pelican has a variety of sensors onboard, from which only the IMU (3-axes accelerometers and rate gyroscopes),
the Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS) attitude estimations, and one downward looking camera that
has 720× 480 pixels and 49 degrees of vertical field of view have been used in the implementation of the control
system. A downward facing ultrasonic range sensor is fitted to log the vehicle height during the experiment for
analysis only and has not been used in the control system. It is worth mentioning that the height data collected
from the ultrasonic sensor were very noisy and contain more than 50% outliers. These data are processed offline by
a combination of mathematical closing and opening morphological operations and then smoothed by interpolating
with smoothing splines. The splines and their first derivative are then evaluated to obtain an estimation of the
quadrotor height and vertical velocity for analysis and comparison purposes.
The system is composed of three main components; the visual motion parameters registration system, the
IMU-aided visual filtering subsystem, and the high and low level control systems. The visual motion parameters
registration is implemented using OpenCV and runs on the Pelican on-board embedded computer (1.86GHz Intel
Core Due2 processor), which has the camera connected to it. The visual motion parameters are registered at a
rate of 20Hz then filtered through the running median filter. A serial communication link is utilized to send the
visual motion parameters back to the Advanced RISC Machine (ARM7) processor where the IMU-aided filtering
and control systems are implemented. The IMU-aided filtering and the high-level control run at 100Hz, while the
low-level control runs at 1KHz and uses the onboard AHRS to estimate its state vector.
After collecting experimental flight data from the Pelican quadrotor, the Prediction Error Method (PEM) [44]
was employed to find the parameter values for the dynamic model (15), which are given in Table I.
The values of the high-level controller gains (KP1,KI1,KP2,KI2,KP3,KI3) and the UKF process noice
covariance matrix Qf have been manually tuned to achieve reasonable performance. These values as well as the
values of the low-level controller gains K and F are given in the appendix.
B. Visual Parameter Estimation
The performance of the visual parameter estimation method described in section IV is presented in Figure 5,
which compares the output of the RM outlier filter and the output from the UKF filter against the raw values of
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image dilation ωz . The data is collected from an outdoor free flight over medium length grass. There are three cases
to show in Figure 5. In the first case, the raw visual estimates contain some outliers as seen at seconds 320, 322,
335, and 337; however, these outliers have been successfully rejected by the RM filter. This shows the effectiveness
of the RM filter in rejecting individual outliers. In the second case, the outliers in the raw visual estimates are not
rejected by the RM filter as observed at second 340. The RM filter has been adapting to large magnitude changes
that took place between seconds 225 and 340, so when an outlier appeared after these changes it has been accepted
by the RM filter. Nevertheless, the UKF managed to filter the accepted outlier due to its access to the more reliable
IMU information. Lastly, in the case of operational visual noise, which is present between seconds 342 and 350,
the UKF managed to filter that noise and provide a smooth and reliable signal for the control system to operate
on.
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Fig. 5. Comparing unfiltered, Running Median (RM) filtered, and UKF filtered image dilation in free flight
C. Autonomous Tau Based Control Experiments
Autonomous flight experiments were performed indoors where the ground was covered with a 5m× 5m print
of randomly assembled lunar images taken by the personal telescope of Wes Higgins 1, as shown in Figure 6. The
experiments were performed in moderate indoor lighting were the shadow of the quadrotor appears in the scene
occasionally only near the ground. The textures in the scene were enough to identify 40 image features for optic
flow estimates at a height of 5 m, and no less than 5 features at touch down. Although brief sharp light changes
or loss of visual features can be tolerated using the proposed RMF and the IMU aided visual filter, extensive tests
in a variety of visual conditions is outside the scope of this paper.
The quadrotor is first flown manually for at least 10 seconds for the visual motion parameters filter to converge,
then the required autonomous visual control mode is engaged by a switch on the remote controller. A total of six
experiments are shown here; the first experiment demonstrates the autonomous visual landing achieved by the Tau
strategy using a maneuver constant of k = 0.2 starting from height z0 = 4 m and downward vertical velocity
vz0 = 0.77 m/s. The second experiment is performed from similar initial conditions (z0 = 4.6 m and vz0 = 0.88
m/s) but using a different maneuver constant k = 0.45. The height and vertical velocity for experiments 1 and 2
are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively.
1http://higginsandsons.com/astro/
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Fig. 6. The Pelican quadrotor helicopter on a printed sheet of randomly assembled lunar images
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Fig. 7. Height and vertical velocity of the quadrotor performing autonomous landing with k = 0.2
In the second experiment, the controlled signal τ is plotted against the reference signal τr as shown in Figure
17
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Fig. 8. Height and vertical velocity of the quadrotor performing autonomous landing with k = 0.45
9. The reference signal is generated using Tau theory while the controlled signal is visually estimated using the
proposed visual estimation and filtering scheme. Note that the value of τ becomes undefined at touch down, which
took place at around 8 seconds. This explains the disparity between the reference and controlled signal in Figure
9 after touchdown. A sample set of the processed onboard images is shown in Figure 10 during a Tau based
landing with k = 0.45. Note that the lateral displacement of the landing point is minimal. Note also presence of
the quadrotor’s shadow near the ground as in the last image.
The third and fourth experiments are presented to demonstrate the ability of the proposed control scheme to
tolerate changes in the initial conditions of the maneuver. These experiments perform the same goal as in experiment
2 to land with k = 0.45, but experiment 3 starts from hover at z0 = 5.42 m with a low vertical downward velocity
vz0 = 0.02 m/s, while experiment 4 starts while the quadrotor is flying upwards from z0 = 3.69 m with an upward
vertical velocity of vz0 = 0.66 m/s. With zero or upward velocity the value of τ0 becomes positive and the guidance
law (17) becomes invalid, thus a value of τ0 = −4 has been chosen to start the maneuver. The height and vertical
velocity profiles of experiments 3 and 4 are shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.
The last two experiments demonstrate the extension of the Tau strategy to perform ground approach maneuvers.
In the fifth experiment, the quadrotor was at height z0 = 2.31 m with a very low vertical velocity when the
autonomous maneuver was engaged with k = −10. In the sixth experiment, the maneuver was engaged with
similar initial conditions (z0 = 2.31 m and vz0 = 0.06 m/s) but with k = −1.5. Height and vertical velocity
profiles for both experiments are shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively.
Unfortunately, the experiment demonstrating a landing with a hard contact (using 0.5 < k < 1 as presented
in section II) is not safe to perform with the current experimental setup as there is a high risk of damaging
the quadrotor. However, when the system was simulated, it was possible to obtain successful results performing
the previous cases as well as the hard contact case. The simulation system and the experimental system share
most software components including the control system implementation as well as visual processing and filtering
implementations. In the simulations, the non-linear model equations given in (15) are integrated with a 4th order
Runge-Kutta method and effectively replaces the quadrotor. The state vector obtained by integrating the quadrotor
model is contaminated by Gaussian random values with the corresponding means and standard deviations values
to the biases and standard deviations of the IMU gyroscopes and accelerometers evaluated experimentally. To
simulate the camera, a 3D scene of the environment is generated by Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML)
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Fig. 9. The actual and reference values of the controlled variable τ when the quadrotor is performing autonomous soft landing with k =
0.45
and rendered at the same rate as the camera frame rate with the same camera projection properties (same field of
view and image resolution). To achieve a hard contact landing, the maneuver constant was chosen to be k = 0.85.
Height and vertical velocity are shown in Figure 15. As predicted theoretically, the maneuver ended when the
quadrotor touched the ground with a velocity residual of -0.75 m/s approximately.
The total number of soft landing experiments, including those shown in this section, are 22 experiments, 9 of
them are performed with k = 0.2 and 13 experiments are performed with k = 0.45. The data for these experiments
are used for statistical analysis of the results presented in the next section.
VII. DISCUSSION
It is clear how the proposed Tau visual guidance strategy and the control scheme were able to achieve the
different goals of the three sets of performed experiments. In the landing experiments 1 and 2, the quadrotor
successfully performed visual autonomous landing with a soft contact and a very low velocity at touch down.
Experiments 3 and 4 successfully performed autonomous soft contact visual landing from different initial conditions
than what the original Tau theory proposes. And finally experiments 5 and 6 successfully achieved an autonomous
ground approach maneuver using the proposed extension of the Tau strategy where the height is reduced for a brief
period of time before the quadrotor starts hovering while awaiting further commands.
Some common behavior can be noticed across all experiments. Firstly, the final height above the ground is
always 0.2 m as this is the minimum value the onboard ultrasonic range sensor can register. However, the landing
gear lifts the quadrotor off the ground by a similar distance. In addition to that, the maneuvers did not terminate
with zero vertical velocity as predicted by the theory because of the effect of the camera elevation. As the camera
is mounted on the quadrotor about 0.3 m above the ground and due to the existence of the landing gear, the visual
gap to the ground can never reach zero and the visual control system will keep demanding the quadrotor to move
further down, which explains the small velocity residual at touchdown. Nonetheless, this residual has been found
to be very small (below 0.08 m/s approximately) and the quadrotor still performs safe landings in all cases.
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(a) z=4.5 m, t=0 s (b) z=1.5 m, t=4 s
(c) z=1 m, t=5 s (d) z=0.2 m, t=7 s
Fig. 10. Sample set of onboard images captured while landing using the proposed methods. Height and time are approximate.
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Fig. 11. Height and vertical velocity of the quadrotor performing autonomous landing with k = 0.45 from hover
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Fig. 12. Height and vertical velocity of the quadrotor performing autonomous landing with k = 0.45 starting from upward motion
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Fig. 13. Height and vertical velocity of the quadrotor performing autonomous ground approach with k = -10
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Fig. 14. Height and vertical velocity of the quadrotor performing autonomous ground approach with k = -1.5
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Fig. 15. Height (solid) and vertical velocity (dashed) obtained by simulation of the quadrotor performing autonomous landing with k = 0.85
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The other reason behind the small velocity residual at touch down is the slow response of the control system
dynamics to the large deviation from the visual reference near the ground. As the camera approaches the ground,
the amount of image dilation increases exponentially and becomes very large even with the slightest motion near
the ground, despite the fact that the same motion can produce a much smaller dilation magnitude when performed
3 meters above the ground. For this reason, the sensible choice for the control system designer would be accepting
a slower tracking performance and some steady state errors of the visual tracking near the ground in exchange for
more reliable and oscillation free operation near the ground. It should be pointed out that the Tau strategy has a
major advantage over the constant image dilation approach with regard to this point for performing gap closure
tasks. This is because the Tau strategy demands a linearly increasing amount of image dilation over time when
landing, in contrast to a constant amount during the whole maneuver for the latter strategy. This would make the
reference produced by the Tau strategy closer to the observed signal, and this relaxes the demands on the control
system at this particular region. Using similar logic, the authors in [25] have chosen to adapt their landing strategy
to produce an exponentially increasing image dilation reference to achieve landing with optimal fuel consumption.
Why does nature chooses to adopt a linearly increasing image dilation (as in Tau strategy) while mass/acceleration
optimality requires an exponentially increasing image dilation is still an open, and interesting, question.
Secondly, a slight oscillation in the estimated velocity can be observed in most experiments. This is due to two
factors; the control system dynamics and the filtering and differentiation of the noisy ultrasonic height estimates.
Note, however, that the vertical velocity signal shown in the figures is for monitoring purposes only and not used
by the control system.
Now, to compare the achieved experimental results against the theoretical results it is important to isolate
the effects of the initial conditions when the maneuver has been engaged. Hence, for comparison purposes, it is
preferable to normalize height, the vertical velocity and the maneuver execution time, which only leaves the effects
of the chosen maneuver constant to compare whether it affects the closure dynamics in accordance with theoretical
expectations. Data shown in Figures 7 and 8 have been normalized and shown in Figures 16 and 17, respectively,
where time has been normalized with the quantity − τ0k reflecting the maneuver execution time defined by (18).
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Fig. 16. Normalized height and vertical velocity against normalized time for quadrotor performing autonomous landing with k = 0.2.
Theoretical values are superimposed
Comparing the landing velocity profile of both experiments 1 and 2 in the normalized plots in Figures 16 and
17 against the superimposed theoretical expected values shows a good correlation. The first experiment shows a
more curved descent velocity profile as compared to the more linear velocity profile of the second experiment,
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Fig. 17. Normalized height and vertical velocity against normalized time for quadrotor performing autonomous landing with k = 0.45.
Theoretical values are superimposed
as expected. On the other hand, both maneuvers ended earlier than the expected execution time. This is again a
result of the combined effects of the ground elevation of the camera in addition to the control system dynamics as
discussed earlier. So, a small deviation from the expected theoretical closure dynamics is expected. However, this
deviation is consistent across different runs and different maneuver constants, and hence the theoretical maneuver
dynamics are preserved to some extent.
In support of the last argument, Figures 16 and 17, which are also normalized, show that the first experiment
with k = 0.2 ended at about 30% of the theoretical maneuver execution time defined in (18), while the second
experiment with k = 0.45 ended at about 65% of the theoretical maneuver execution time. The difference in the
finish times of maneuvers with different values of k is expected, and is a result of choosing a different maneuver
constant k, and can be verified by comparing the values of height z at the same points in time for different values
of k in Figure 1. However, finishing the maneuvers 30% and 65% of the theoretical execution time have been found
consistently in all the experiments performed with k = 0.2 and k = 0.45 respectively, including the experiments
presented in this paper. The average normalized effective execution time (tnef (k)) and its standard deviation σ are
tnef = 0.3 (σ = 0.025) for k = 0.2, and tnef = 0.63 (σ = 0.04) for k = 0.45.
In addition to showing consistency with regard to effective execution time using the same maneuver constant,
these results show consistency in the effective maneuver execution time across different maneuver constants as well.
It can be seen from Figure 1 that the normalized height zn(k, t) = z(k, t)/z0 have similar values when evaluated
at t = tnef (k) for k = 0.2 and k = 0.45. These normalized heights are found from (3) after normalization (as
explained in Section II) and are evaluated to zn(0.2, 0.3) = 0.16 and zn(0.45, 0.63) = 0.12. This suggests that
the control system as well as the camera elevation from the ground have introduced a combined effect causing the
maneuvers to terminate when the normalized height zn reaches an average value of znef = 0.14. The consistency
of normalized effective final height znef values across different values of k is experimentally validated from
the consistency of the normalized execution times tnef (k) values as shown above for k = 0.2 and k = 0.45,
respectively.
Approximating the combined effects of the control system and the camera ground elevation by virtually raising
the ground by a value of znef has two advantages. Firstly, the closure dynamics are preserved across different
choices of k when the ground is virtually lifted, which makes the choice of different closure dynamics feasible
in practice. Secondly, the effective landing time tef (k) can be approximately determined from the choice of the
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maneuver constant k due to the consistency of the values of tnef (k) experimentally found for different values of
k. In order to find the value of the effective maneuver execution time tef (k), the normalized effective final height
znef as well as the normalized effective execution time tnef (k) are found empirically as explained in the previous
paragraph. Then it can be deduced that the effective maneuver execution time tef (k) is given by:
tef (k) = −tnef (k)τ0
k
(42)
Equation (42) is used to find the ratio of the experimental maneuver execution time to the estimated finish time
tef (k) for the experiments performed with k = 0.2 and k = 0.45. The average ratio is found to be very close to
unity (1.004 and 0.996 for each set, respectively) and the corresponding standard deviation is evaluated to 0.08 and
0.06 for each set, respectively. These numbers support the assumption that the effects of the practical implementation
on the theoretical closure dynamics are consistent across different runs and different maneuver constants, so that
it can be empirically accounted for. This finding facilitates the practical use of the proposed scheme not only for
selecting desired closure dynamics, but also the approximate maneuver execution time.
When it comes to experiments that start from hover or with an upward velocity (experiments 3 and 4,
respectively) the theoretical results become invalid, and hence are not useful for comparison. However, as the
maneuver is still controlled with the same visual guidance law and the deviation is in the initial conditions, then
it is expected that the feedback control system will compensate for the initial conditions. This suggests that in
these cases the first part of the profile can be seen as a ”catch up” portion while the second part should follow
the theoretical results. This can be validated by noting that both experiments 3 and 4 shown in Figures 11 and 12,
respectively, follow roughly the expected almost linear profile of maneuvers performed with k = 0.45 after 2.5
seconds following the maneuver initiation. Additionally, these experiments have been found to end at about 65% of
the theoretical maneuver execution time, similarly to the previous experiments. Therefore, the deviation from the
theoretical initial conditions can be tolerated in the first part of the maneuver, while the closure dynamics observed
in the later part, which is probably the most important part of the maneuver, are more inline with the theoretically
expected closure dynamics.
Finally, both ground approach maneuvers obtained with k = −10 and k = −1.5, shown in Figures 13 and
14, respectively, perform as expected. Although the maneuver execution time in ground approach mode is always
valid, contrary to maneuvers with k > 0, the maneuver does nothing after the demanded image dilation approaches
zero with speed proportional to the commanded τ˙ value. The initial rapid descent noticed at the start of the
maneuver engagement is due to the demanded visual image dilation which quickly and exponentially decays with
time, resulting in an altitude hold behavior after about 5 and 12 seconds for the first and second experiments,
respectively. The first experiment runs shorter due to the smaller maneuver constant as expected. The altitude
reductions due to the maneuvers were 0.7 and 1.3 meters, respectively, with a shorter drop in the first experiment
as expected.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper has shown that the bio-inspired Tau strategy can be used to achieve flexible visual autonomous
vertical control of Vertical Take-off and Landing (VTOL) vehicles. The practical experiments described in this
paper have confirmed that near ground maneuvers, such as hovering, ground approach, and landing, can be visually
performed without knowledge of the vehicle’s height or vertical velocity. In addition, theoretical and experimental
analysis of the maneuver parameters provided a method to practically control the task dynamics and its execution
time. For the practical implementation of the strategy, the use of the integral form of the Tau strategy was necessary
to avoid the issues associated with controlling a differentiated noisy signal. The use of the proposed visual dynamic
filtering scheme, which was based on the unscented Kalman filter, helped to make possible the visual control results
that were obtained.
Although there is no biological evidence to support the ground approach extension of the Tau theory proposed
in this paper, it is possible to use this extension in practice as a simple method to approach the ground until further
action is taken. Practical applications of such a maneuver include approaching the surface of a landing site or a
docking station for inspection, then taking the landing or abort decision based on the outcome of the inspection. In
principle, the same behavior can be achieved with a varying image dilation reference; however, the proposed ground
approach method has the advantage of exploiting the same strategy already used for the other vertical maneuvers,
leading to a simpler software implementation of the visual navigation sub-system.
Practical applications of the proposed method include not only VTOL vehicles, but also spacecraft landing
and docking, as well as terrestrial navigation. Future work is required to automate the choice of critical maneuver
parameters based on an understanding of the vehicle’s objectives and context awareness.
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APPENDIX
High-level PI controller parameters:
KP1 = 0.375
KI1 = 0.188
KP2 = 0.375
KI2 = 0.188
KP3 = 2.788
KI3 = 0.067
(43)
Process noise covariance matrix used by the Unscented Kalman filter:
Qf = 10
−5 × diag(2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5) (44)
Low-level LQ tracker controller gain matrices:
K =

0 530.3247 −211.6108 0 42.3989 −86.1182
−529.9347 0 211.6108 −40.0433 0 86.1182
0 −530.3247 −211.6108 0 −42.3989 −86.1182
529.9347 0 211.6108 40.0433 0 86.1182
 (45)
F =

−211.6108 −54.0872 0 −21.525
211.6108 0 −54.0474 −21.525
−211.6108 54.0872 0 −21.525
211.6108 0 54.0474 −21.525
 (46)
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